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In this paper we consider splitting theorems for 18-recursion theory where/3 is a 
weakly admi~ible ordinal. Two theorems are p~oved in this setting. The first is a 
splitting theorem for simple subsets of /3", the second a splitting theorem for 
certain regular ~-r,e. sets, 
The splitting theorem for a-recursion theory, where a is a Zt-admissible 
ordinal, was proved by Shore [14] where he showed how to split a regular a-r.e, 
set A into two a-r.e, sets B and C whose join has the same ~x-degree as A, while 
the s-degrees of B and C are both less than the a-degree of A. Essential to 
Shore's proof is the method of blocking in which a block of requirements i
considered as a single requirement ,~n a priority construction, 
One immediate obstacle to adapting Shore's proof for a-recursion theory to 
fl-recursion theory is the lack of a regular sets theorem. Shore's proof enabled 
him to split all regular a- r ,e . ,  non-a-recursive sets. The regular sets theorem of 
Sacks [12] then enabled Shore to cJnclude that he could split sets in any 
non-a-recursive a-r,e, degree. Wolfgang Maass [10] has shown that such a 
regular sets theorem does not hold for all weakly admissible ordinals. Thus, in 
trying ~o generalize the splitting theorem to this setting, one is led to deal with 
sets which are not necessarily regular. 
Two alternate courses for proving a splitting theorem for/3-recursion theory 
are suggested by the above difficulty. The first is to meet the problem head-on and 
to try to prove a splitting theorem for non-regular sets. This is done in Section 2 
below where, with the additional a~umption that /3 * is a regular /3-cardinal, 
simple tamely-fl-r.e, subsets of /3" are split, The proof is quite different from 
Shore's and is more in the spirit of Owings' splitting theorem [11] for meta- 
recursion theory. 
A second way of approaching this problem is to assume that the B-r.e. set we 
are trying to split is regular and to later examine which fl-r.e, degrees contain 
such sets, Another problem arises here in trying to generalize the proof from 
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a-recursion theory. The proof uses the fact that, given an ~-r.e, set A, any 
a-finite set K ~ fi, has a-cardinality less than v cf a. As c~ is ,V~-admissible, S~ cf 
= a and so this fact is trivial. However, in/3-recursion theory the corre~¢ponding 
fact is not necessarily true. Thus we give the following definition: A/3-r,e, set A is 
said to have small complement if for any IS-finite Fc_ ,S /3-card(F)<~t cf/3. 
In Section 3 we show how to split certain regular/3-r.e, sets which have small 
complement. The proof uses a version of Shore blocking which was first u,~ed in 
/3-recursion theory by Sy Friedman [2], where he solved Post's Problem for the 
weakly admissible case. In Section 4 we give a deficiency set construction to show 
in which /3-degrees the sets split by this theorem lie. 
1. Definitions and preliminary results 
The foundation and first results of /3-recursion theory were established by 
Friedman and Sacks [2, 6], We refer the reader to [3] for a more complete and 
intuitive discussion of these results. For the most part, we only state here results 
which are necessary for an understanding of this paper, 
We will be doing recursion theory on initial segments of G/Sdei's L. Due to its 
strong closure properties, it will be convenient to use Jensen's S hierarchy for L 
rather than the original hierarchy of G(6del. For a detailed treatment of this 
hierarchy together with the closely related J hierarchy see [1]. 
Lennna 1.1. for  each ordinal 3', there is a well-ordering <~ of S~ such that ]or any 
limit ordinal oo . a, 
(i) order-type (<~.,,)=~o". 
(ii) (<~ I y<co-  ~) is uniformly ~,,, 
(iii) The function pr~(x) = {y 1Y < .... x} is uniformly S~,,. 
The central definitions for recursion theory over S a are: 
A ~ Sj~ is/3-recursively enumerable (/3-r.e.) if A is v over S~. 
A ~_ S is/3-recursive (/3-rec3 if both A and S a - A are/3-r.e, 
A _c S a is/3-finite if A ~ So. 
A function f: A---~Sa, A c_ Sty, is/3-recursive if graph (f) is/3-r.e, f is/3-finite if 
graph (f) is/3-finite. 
There is a/3-recursive enumeration {~b~(x)}~s~ of the v~(Sa) formulas with free 
variable x. From this we immediately obtain an enumeration {W~},.,s- of the 
/3-r.e. sets, where W~ ={xlSak~b~(x)}. We also get a complete /3-r.e. set C from 
this enumeration by letting C = {(e, x) I Sa k ~b,(x)}. 
Relative recursiveness can now be defined. For e, cre St~ define the partial 
function {e},, by 
{e},(x) ~- y ~ ::18 <acr[(& y) is the <a-least pair such that (S~, e )~( (x ,  y))], 
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Then define {e} (x)---- y if {e},, (x)= y for some tr. For A c So, 
{el A (x) -- y ~3zt  Bz~.[zl c A, z~ c S~ - A and {el,,((zl, z~., x)) ~ y]. 
Also, {e}a(x) = y ~.{e} A (x) ~ y for some t r. 
Notation. We will often use ,a, to denote S o -A .  
A function f ;~s aid to be weakly ~3-reducible to A (f<~,~,o A) if [ = {e} A for some 
e. B ~ S o is weakly ~3-reducible to A (B <~wo A)  if CB = {e} A for some e. Here CB 
is the characteristic function of B, 
Ca(x) = if x ~ B. 
Finally, we say B is ~3-reducible to A (B~oA)  if there is an e such that for all 
• z~S a, 
z c_ 13 ~{e}A(z) = 0, 
z c / ]  ~--~{e}A(Z)----- 1. 
For A, Bc_S o, define A-oB iff A <~aB and B~oA.  Also, the f3-degree ~ff A, 
dg(A) = {n I B ---0A}. 
One fundamental difference between a-recursion theory (a a ~Vt-adrnissible or- 
dinal) and/3-recursion theory has to do with the enumerations of t~-r.e, and/3-r.e. 
sets. Any enumeration {A '~} of an a-r.e, set A has the property that if K is 
s-finite, K c_ A--~3o-(K~_A~'), Enumerations of /3-r.e. sets do not always have 
this p:operty which is crucial for approximating computations from A. We say 
that a /3-r.e. set A is tame if there is some enumeration {A"} of A such that if 
K ~_ A is ~3-finite, then ::lcr(K ~ A").  
Recursion theory on S a is strongly ettected by various set theoretic properties 
of S o. The following definitions are pertinent in this respect, The ~,,-co~nality of [3 
(2". cf (/3)) is the least V<~/3 s.t. there is an ]': V "*/3 which is -x,,(S0} and whose 
range is unbounded in S a. The ,.l,,-colinality of/3 is defined similarly except that 
the function f is required to be ~,(S o) rather than ,v,(So}. Note that /3 is 
• l-admissible itt ,v t ci(/3)=/3, and that for all n, ~, cf(/3)=,.I, cf(/3). The 
v-pro/ectum o1:(3 (On,) is the least 3' ~< (3 s.t, there is an 
2-1 
f :/3"--'÷v, 
where f is v,,(So), We write/3* for o~, 
We say ~ </3 is a (regular) ~3-cardinal iff S o ~"3, is a (regular) cardinal". The 
/3-cardinality of ~ equals ~ iff S~ [= "'cardinality (3'} = ~", Similarly, the 18-cofinality 
o[ V equals ~ iff So~ "cf(v}=/5 "', Finally, we say 18 is weakly admissible iff v 
cf(/3) ~(3". Othe~vise f3 is said to be strongly inadmissible. 
For the rest of this paper let [3 be a weakly admissible ordinal. 
The following fact is crucial to the arguments which follow. 
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Proposition 1.2. P~ is the least 3, such that there is a set A c_ 3' which is ~-,,(S~) but 
not/3-]inite. 
2. Splitting simple subsets of 13" 
In this section we prove a splitt ing theorem for /3-recurs ion theory without the 
assumption that the set we are splitt ing is regular. To get by withow~t this 
assumption we need to make two oti~ers. One is that the set we are splitt ing is a 
simple tamely-/3-r.e, subset of /3*. The other  is that /3* is a regular /3-cardinal. 
Much of the motivat ion for this theorem comes from the work of Owings [I 1], 
where he splits simple ll~ sets of integers in the setting of meta-recurs ion theory, 
We say that a set C~_/3* is simple i[ 
( 1 ) ( re  E Sty) ( W,. ~/3* ,~, W,. unbounded in /3"---~ C n 1,~,~ 0), 
(2) C is/3-r.e.  
(3) (~ has order type /3". 
We wish to prove, 
Theorem 2.1. Assume /3* is a regular t3-cardi~u~l. Let Co_/3* be tamely-/3-r.e. 
and simple. Then there exists/3-r.e, sets , ~ aud B such that A U B = C, A f3 B = O, 
A,  B <~t~ C and C ¢~,~3 A,  C ~,~ B. 
We are giong to use a version of Shore blocking, In order to do this we will 
need a few prel iminary results, 
In blocking constructions the tame J ,  cofinality will play an important  role. For 
y<~rl~/3,  the function /:7----~rl is tame .4,_ if there is a /3-recursive function 
g:~/x/3- - )~ 1 such that 
(1) (V~) (3o') (V~>(r )  ( / (~)= g(~, ~'h and 
(2) (V6 < y) (3or) (V(~ ~< 6) (VT ~ (r) (g((~, r) = g((~, ~r)). 
That  is, [ is the " tame"  limit of a /3-recursive sequence of/3-recuL'sive functions. 
For rl ~/3, the tame 'A2-cofinality o]" ~1 (T - .5= cf(rl)) is the least 3,<~q such that 
there is a tame A,_~ unbounded f :  ~,--~ T/. The following fact will be crucial to our 
construction. 
Lemma 2.2. (S. Fr iedman [3]). I f  vl of(/3) ~/3*,  then T -  A ,  cf(/3) = T -  A, cf(/3*), 
Let a~ = T -  2_, cf(/3). Our  assumption that /3 is weakly admissible gives us that 
(~. = T - .4= cf(/3)= T -~2 cf(/3*L It is straightforward to find a tame ~,  function 
H : ao--~/3" and /3-recursive approximat ion G : c~(~ x/3 ~/3*  with the propert ies 
that, 
(i) range H is unbounded in /3". 
(ii) 0= H(0)~ < HI 1)~ < • " • ~ H(~t~ < • • - < /3"  for each 3,<~0.  
(iii) For each cr </~ we have 
0 = G (0, (r) -<, • • • ~ G('y, (r) ~< G(),  + 1, ~r) ~< • • • <~/3*. 
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For a more detailed definition of these functions ee Simpson [16], 
In what follows we will always assume that tim above properties hold for a tame 
..17, function and its approximation. Please note that this notion of a tame function 
is different from tile p~eviously discussed efinition of a lamely r.e set. It should 
always be clear from the context which of the two notions is beit~g referred to. 
We now turn to the proof of Theorem 2.1. In this proof the sets A and B are 
ccmstructed in stages. Let At .... (B <'} be the amount of A (B) enumerated prior 
to stage o" of the construction. As soon as x ~ S~s is enumerated in C, we put x into 
exactly one of A or 13. We do this so as to preserve certain requirements which 
we place on A and B during the construction, This ensures that ,4 nB  =0, 
A tO t3 = (7, A. B -~C To ensure that C~, .~A,  C~,,.t,B takes greater care. For 
each e e S~ we see to it that {el" '# C and {e}"~ (7.', To get {e}A¢ C we follow 
Sacks" original idea of trying to preserve/~} a = C on as long an initial segment of 
/3* as possible. Tile idea is that if {e} a = C. then our construction would enable us 
It) show ('v% 0 contradicting the assmnption of the theorem. 
Since we cannot hope to construct A and B to be regular we must insure that 
various computations of tile form {e}aix) and {e}~qx) are preserved using other 
means, The way we do this is to make sure that A and B are "'sufficiently simple". 
That is. we make sure thai A and B intersect as many/3-r.e, sets as possible. This 
is done by adding requirements of the form '¢~ n A -¢= 0 and W~, fq 13~ 0 to the 
construction. We will not be able to conclude that A mad 13 are simple, but they 
will be shown to satisfy enough of the above requirements so that we can show 
that tile desired computations are preserved. 
So we are led to trying to prcserve tile rcquire:nelltS 
R~):{e}A=( ", R~.:le}"=C for e~S~. 
To do this we arrange the requirements Rff in blocks W, treating each block as a 
single requirement, At a stage or of tile construction we attempt, for e0,ch block W 
of requirements, to preserve a computation of the form {e} a "ix}, where 
{e} '~-''(x} = C<"(x) and Rff6 W. We do this by trying to keep the negative facts 
about A""  used in this computation out of A. Simil.~r steps arc taken for the 
requirements R~,', 
As is usually the case in priority constructions of this kind, we want to keep our 
list of requh'ements and the number of blocks as small as possible, We arrange 
our requirements in a list of length 13" and break 13" into T - J .  cf/3 ~ T - Je  cf 
/3* many blocks, using the tame approximation to approximate the blocks at each 
stage. 
The construction 
Let c~o=T-.21_, cf 13 ~, H:t~o--*/3*, Hi2 over S~. Let Gtor,~) be a tame 
/3-recm~ive approximation to/4,  We assume that G and H have tile properties of 
a tame function and its approximation as stated on page 140, t.et f :  Se222~/3 * be a 
~(S~)  projection of S,~ into/3*. We use t" to arrange the requirements in a list of 
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length /3*. H and G will be used to determine the blocks of requirements. For 
~/<a0 the requirements R# where f(e)<H(~/) will be considered togelher and 
each given the same priority. Similarly R~, where f(e)<H(~/), will be 0locked 
together. G(or, a) will be used to approximate H(a) at stage or of the construc- 
tion. By the tameness of H, each proper initial segment of the priority ordering 
will eventually be correctly ordered. 
The construction will be carried out in stages, the list of stages given by < a. We 
think of a stage as an ordinal less than o ' ,  where/3 = to • ~/, even though the stages 
are really elements of S o of the corresponding rank in < a- 
Let {C*} be a tame enumeration of C. Set A°=B°=0,  A < '= U.<, , .A \  
B < '= U.<~.B', and, for or~Sa, f , ,=part  of graph (t) enumerated by stage 
or={(x, Y)l SvVf(x)= Y, where ~/=(least 8 such that or~Sa+t)}, The rest of the 
terminology will be defined concurrently with the construction which we now 
describe. 
Set A ° = B ° = 0. 
Stage or: For each a < ao proceed as follows: Let x < •* be least such that 
there is no a -  A requirement with x as an argument. See if there is an active 
reduction procedure < G(or, a) s.t. f~l(e) is defined and there is a computation 
{f-~(e)} A~ (x)= C~(x) such that if N_c .~" are the facts about ,~  used negatively 
in the computation, then (N CI/3*)- C ~ is/3-finite and has ~-cardinality less than 
/3*. If such a reduction procedure and computation exists, choose the least such 
and make N into a negative c~-A requirement with argument x. We say a 
reduction procedure e is active for A unless for some a -  A requirement with 
argument y we have {e}A"(y)~ C"(y). This same procedure is now repeated with 
B replacing A. 
We now describe how elements of C"-1.3{C" I ~,<~r} are enumerated in A 
and B. Let R~'(cr, a) (RS(o ", c0) equal the union of all negative a -A  (c~-/3) 
requirements at stage cr. Define R(or, a)=RA(cr ,  a)ORs(or, cO. For each 
x ~ C" -  U{C" ]~/< ~} proceed as follows. If x ~ R'X(o ", a )O  RB(o ", a) for some 
c~ <c%, let cq be the least such a. If no such a exists let at = ao. For each a <at ,  
see if there is an e<G(cr, a) such that c':--f2'(e) is defined, either WT.NA ') =~ 
or W~. N/3" = £L and x ~ W~.. Let a_, be the least such a and let e2 be least such 
e. If no such a2<a~ exists let ~2=at .  Now if a~- -a2=ao,  put x~A "+~. If 
OLI= O~2<O~O and x~RA(cr, a~), put x~B '~+t. If at =a:<c~o and x¢RA(cr, ¢~l). 
put x~A ~+~. If O~2<~ 1 and A*~, ( . : )=O,  put x~A ~+t. If ~ . .<at  and 
A* ~ W~.,(,,):/: 0, then B" ~ W~ ,(.~.) = 0 and x ~ W~t ~ ,(.~), and we put x into B "+t. 
If x is put into A ~'*t (B °+t) we destroy all A (B) requirements present at stage ~r 
which contain x. "[his concludes the construction. Let A= 1.3,.~s~A ~', B= 
The priority argument 
We now proceed via a series of lemmas to show that the construction works. 
Beta-~,~'tttsion th¢o~3' 1¢~3 
Lemma 2.3, For all ~ <ao, there is a stage ¢r by which all ~ requirements 
hat'~e been created and no c~ requirement is destroyed after stage or. In addition, 
Ra(cr, a ) -  C" and Ra(cr, c~)-C" haue /3-cardinality </3*. 
To prove the lemma we will need the following. 
Sublemma 2.4 (After Owings [11]), Let (b:/3--~(/3"+ l) be /3-recarsive and as- 
sume there is a 6 < (3 such that 
The, either sup ({d,(y) 13' ~ ,S}) =/3* or 
(=lVo) (Va) (c~ ~ Vo~(b(t~) =6(3'0)). 
Proof. Suppose ~b satisfies the hypotheses of the sublemma nd sup ({.h(3,) i ~' < 
/3})=r</2".  Define qp:r--~/3 by t/,(t~]=~V(~'~SAV,(,'y~>t~). Clearly th is /3- 
recursive and defined for e~ < ~. As r < (3* ~.v  cf/3. range @ is bounded, say by ~. 
Then (3 ,~ and a<'r) - - , (b(V}>a.  So since 4~(.3,)~<~. we have ,.b(~,!= r for all 
Proof of Lemma 2.3. The proof is by induction on a <a(~. Assume the lemma 
holds for all t~'< c~. The map taking c~' to a stage at which all a-requirements are 
created is T - J , (S , )  hence bounded, say by r.. as (~<n'0. Further, we may 
assume that ro is such that 
and 
As v cf /3 ~(3", there is a stage ~'1~' .  such that 
(V(r ~> ~-a) (V, '  < e~) ((C" - C~) f~ R((r, a') = [~ 
and 
So starting at stage r~, no c~- A requirements are ever destroyed. 
Now. as H(a)</3*,  
W= {e le  < H(a) and e becomes inactive at a stage o-~ r~} 
is ~_-r,e. and hence /3-finite. Hence there is a stage v~, ~ ~'~ past which no ~r--A 
requirements become inactive. 
Let p~/3* be the supremum of the arguments of ~ , -A  requirements which 
exist at stage r,  or are constructed after stage r~. 
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Claim 2.5. p </3*. 
Proof.  If P = (3* we can show C~ 0 as follows. As C is tame we need worry only 
about  [3-finite subsets of ¢~. Now K 0-f inite, K __q t~--~ K is bounded below/3*,  by 
the simplicity of (7. Hence to see if K ~ C', just carry out the construct io~ until a 
stage ~'3 >~ ~'2 is reached with the property that there are a -  A requi rements  at 
stage ~-3 with arguments x for all x ~<sup K. Such a stage exists as 19 = [3*. At  stage 
r3 we can then determine if K _~ C. Thus C---o 0 proving the claim. 
So we have p < (3*. The  above sub lemma then gives us a stage r3 ~> ~'_, at which 
there is an a - A requirement  with argument  x for each x < 19. Thus, since O is the 
sup of the arguments of all such requirements,  by the above construct ion, no 
a-A  requirement  is created after stage r~. 
A negative a - A requi rement  N is created at stage ~r only is the f l -cardinal ity 
of N -C"  is less than 13". Since, at stage r a, there are less than 13" many e~- A 
requirements  this implies, using the regularity of 13", that R'X('r3, c~) is [3-finite 
and has 13-cardinality < 13", Repeat ing the above argument  with A replaced by B 
throughout  yields the stage tr which is claimed in the lemma. 
We can now prove that A and B are sufficiently simple. 
Lemma 2.6. K [3-finiw. K N C not [3-finite --~ K n A -~ ¢. 
Proof.  Let e be such that W r ,..~= K and the enumerat ion  of Wf ,..~ terminates.  
say at a stage z. Let a<a.  be least such that e<H(a) .  We may t~ssume that 
f~ ~(e) is defined and H(a) = G('r, a).  By Lemma 2.3, there is a ~r~ ~ ~" sach that for 
all a '  <~ a and all ~r' >~ try, 
(1) (C ' -C" , )NR(a ' , ( r ' )=g ,  
(2) ('¢e<H(a'))(W~.NA~O--~W'[.'AA"'~O) and 
(31 (Ve<H(a'))(W~NB~O--~W::'AB"'~O). 
Now, as K NC is not ~-finite, there is a stage ~r~r~ such that 
(C ' -C" ' )NK~O.  At stage cr 2. if KAA'~-'=O, we put an e lement  of K into A. 
But this contradicts the definitiol~ of cr~, so we must have KNA'~:#O and so 
K N A ~ 91. A similar argument  shows K n B ~ ~. 
Lemma 2.7. C ~,,,~ A, C ~,~a/3. 
ProoL We show C ~,~aA. A similar argument  shows C ~,,,t~ B, Suppose C ~,,.~sA 
and let e be such that {f-~(e)} A = (7'.. Let t~<t~o be such that e </q(t~).  Let tr, be 
such that (Va '~<a)  (G(~ro, a ' )=  H(t¢)) and ( re  < H(c~)) ( [  ~(e) def ined ---~,f,~.~(e) 
defined. By Lemn~a 2,3, there is a p<13"  and 'a  stage oh such that 
(1) For all a'<~t~, no re - requ i rement  is created or destroyed after stage try. 
(2) There are ¢~ - A requi rements  at stage tr~ with argument  x for exactly those 
x<p.  
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Let ~r,~¢r~ be stage such that 
C'~(o) = IL,~{el}2~"(o) 
and such that this computation is correct. "['hat is, if N is the set of negative facts 
about A"-' used in the computation then N c_ fi~. (That such a o-: exists use~ the 
fact that A is tame, an immediate consequence of the construction, and the 
assumption that C is tarne.) 
Now by Lemma 2.6, N fTC is /3-finite since N nA =0. So, by tameness, 
3 ( r~( r : ,  NfTCc_C",. Hence Nnc  is /3-tinite and so bounded below [3" by 
simplicity, Therefore N - C", has/3-cardinality less than/3* and so at stage (r, an 
(~ - A requirement is created with argument O. This contradicts the definition of O 
and (r, and so wc have (" ~t:,,~, A  
Lemma 2.8. A ~( \  B ~C.  
Proo|. K~,~-*K(TC is /34inite (Lemma 2,6), So wc have K~,)[~-~ 
3~r(K-  ( "c~ ~ and K ITA"= 9)), This, together with the tameness of A, gives 
A ~<~(L B ~C is proved similarly. 
Note that, (1) The hypothesis tha,, C intersects every unbounded /3-r,e. subset 
of/3" can be weakened to only require that C intersect every unbounded/3-fi:aite 
subset of /3", 
(2) A slight refinement of a result of Sy Friedman [3] can be given which proves 
that for any/3 s.t, v cf/3 ~$* ,  there is a simple, tamely-/3-r.c. C c (3". Henct, the 
above result is applicable to any weakly admissible /3. 
Open problem. Which (3-r,e. degrees contain subsets of [3* which arc tame and 
simple? 
3. Splitting regular I~-r.e. sets 
We prove here a splitting theorem for regular /3-r.e. sets. Tile proof requires 
that our regular set C be tame and have small complement. Recall that C having 
small complement means that any B-finite subset of C has (3-caatinality less than 
S, cf/3. While these added assumptions seem quite restrictive, we will ~how in the 
next section that each tamely-/3-r.e, degree contains a set with these properties 
and so we have split every tamely-/3-r.e, degree using this meth~t. 
We want to prove the following theorem, 
Theorem 3,1. Let ,~', c f /3~3" ,  Assume that C is tatnely-(3-r.e., regular, C~O 
~old C Ires stntdl coml)lentet~t, "13~en 3 tamcly-13-r.e., regzdar sets A, B stwh tht~t A. 
B ~,C  A U B -- (1 A n B := ~, C ~,,-e A, C ~<,,~ B,
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The proof has much in common with the proof in the previous section. As 
before, an element is enumerated in A or B as soon as it appears in the tame 
enumeration of C. In order to insure that C~fi,~aA and C~waB we try to 
preserve equalities of the form {e} A= C and {e} n= C on as long an initial 
segment of /3 as possible. The requirements which see to this are arr~nged in 
blocks as before. The added assumptions about C allows us to conclude that the 
blocking construction gives the desired result. 
The construction 
As we are again going to use blocking, let H :ao  = T-A2  cf/3*--->/3* be tame 
zl2(So) and let G(~r, a) be a tame approximation to H. Let f:S,-2s~-L,/3 * be a 
Y~(S0) projection of St~ into/3*, f will be used to arrange the requirements into a0 
many blocks. The construction will be carried out in stages, the list of stages given 
by <~. We let f~ =part  of graph(f) enumerated by stage Cr. The rest of the 
terminology will be defined concurrently with the construction, 
Stage 0: Set A ~'= B °= O. 
Stage tr: For each a <no,  find the least x </3 such that x~ C", and there is no 
c~ - A requirement for x which is associated with an active reduction procedure. If
there is an active procedure < G(tr, a) such that f~(e)  is defined and such that 
there is a computation {[~-~(e)}~,<"(x)= C~(x) = 0, take the least such computation 
and create a c~- A re~/uirement for x associated with e. This c~- A requirement 
consists of those elements required to be in ft, by the chosen computation. 
Now repeat this procedure replacing A and A "~'" by B and B "~". 
Finally, we put each element of C" - (A<"U B <') into A"  or B "~ as follows, 
We begin with the <a- least  such element and proceed along the <u ordering 
until each such x ~ C" - (A <~" U B <'~ ) is put into one of A", B". For such an x, let 
a~(x) be the least a ~< ao s.t. there is a negative a -  A requirement containing x. 
Similarly for a~(x), If aA(x)~a~(x) ,  put x into B ~'. If a~(x)>aB(x),  put x into 
A'L So we see that an a -A  requireme:lt receives priority over an 3 ' -B  
requirement whenever a ~ 7. 
If at any time an element of an a-A  (a -B)  re~luirement is put into A (B), 
the requirement, and all a -  A (a -  B) requirements with larger arguments, are 
immediately destroyed. A requirement which is never destroyed is said to be 
permanent. A reduction procedure e </3* is said to be active for A at stage ~r 
unless f~.~(e)= e' and there is an a -  A requirement f ;: some x associated with e 
such that {e'}~O(x)~ C"(x). By the construction, if this occurs, we have C~'(x) = 1 
and x was enumerated in C at a stage after which that requirement was created, 
By an a-requirement we mean an a -A  requirement or an a -B  requirement. 
This completes tl~e construction, 
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The priority argument 
Lemma 3.2. For each a < t~o, there is a stage by which all t.~-reqtdrements have 
been created and by which all elements of C contained in any t~-requirement ha~e 
already been enumerated in (L 
Proof. The proof is by induction on c.~ < ao. 
Case 1: a = 0. For all o-, G(er, 0)= 0 so there are no a-requirements and the 
lemma is trivially true. 
Case 2: ct =oF+ 1. By induction there is a stage o- o by which, for 3'~<c~', all 
3,-requirements have been formed and all elements of 3'-requirements in C have 
been enumerated in C by stage o-~. Thus any (~-A  requirement created after 
stage (ro is permanent, and the associated computation is correct. That is 
{e}a"(x) = le}"x(x). By the weak admissibility of /3 and the definition of G(tr, (~) 
we may also assume that (Vtr~(ro) (V3'~t~) (G(cr, 3,)=H(3')) and ,t,~,l(e) is 
defned for all e < H(a)  such that f-~(e) is defined, Define V = {e < H(a l le  is 
inactive at some stage tr ~ ~r,}. V is a ~-r.e, subset of t.t(~)< ~*, hence/3-finite. 
The map which takes each e E V to the stage (r at which e becomes inactive is 
/3-reeursive, hence bounded by the weak admissibility of (3. So there exists a (r~ 
such that ~11 a - A requirements created after stage cr~ are never inactive and are 
created for an "'initial segment" of C. Now assume there were at least ~¢ many 
oz -A  requirements created after stage (r~. (That is either the set of a'- 
requirements is not ~-finite or has cardinality ~ ~.) We could then show C ~<o 0 as 
follows. As C is regular, for 3' </3. C n 3' is/3-finite. So t~ n 3' is/3-finite and. by 
our assumption on (-\ has/3-cardinality < ~¢. Hence there must be a - A require- 
ments with arguments unbounded in t~ and since after stage ~r~ requireme-~ts are 
created for an initial segment of (~, we have a requirement for each element of t ~. 
Thus we see that F_mC iff starting at stage trt, eath x~ F is the argun:ent of 
some active a -A  requirement. By our assumption on (', ~-card(F )<~ so by 
weak adn~issibility, there is a stage (r_. of our construction at which we see that 
F m C. Since C is tame this shows that C ~<t* 0 contradicting the assumption on C. 
Therefore, there must be < ~¢ many a - A requirements and all must be created 
by some stage of the construction. Their union forms a/3-finite set N. C is regular 
so CnN is /3-finite, C is tame so CnNm~C ~ for some o-. Now r,,peating this 
argument for a -  B requirem:nts, starting at stage (r. gives the bound on 
et-requirements needed for the lemma. 
Case 3: a is a limit ordinal. Define b:a--~/3 by b('y)= tttr Jail v-r~quircments 
are created by stage er). 
b is T-2t~(So) so by induction is defined for all 3' <a .  Since t~ < ao. b is 
bounded by some stage o'o. Thus all a-requirements are created by stage tro and 
their union forms a /3-finite set N. 
As above, there is a stage tr by which all elements of CR  N are en m~e~ated in 
C~ 
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Lemma 3.3. A a ,d  B are t,r.e. 
Proof. This follows from the fact that the given enumeration of C is tame and 
xeC" -~xcA"UB" .  
Lemma 3.4. A and B are regular and A, B ~a( ' ,  
Proo|.  This follows from the construction and the fact C is tame and regular, To 
check Fc_,A, find a stage cr at which CnF=C"nF .  Then F~_A ill F~,~" .  
Since A is tame this shows A ~a C as well as that A is regular. 
Lemma 3.5. C ¢,,a A and C ~wa B. 
ProoL Assume not. Let e be such that c = {e} A. Let (~ < % be least such that 
f fe)<H(~).  Choose tr such that 
(1) (Va'<~t~JH(a ') = G(m c~'). 
(2) By stage m for all a'~<a, all t~'-requirements have been created and all 
elements of such in C are contained in C", 
(3) ]i~(e) is defined. 
As {e} 'x = C, f(e} cannol be inactive at any stage after tr. Let x E (7" he least such 
that at stage tr no c~ - A requirement with argument x exists. (Such an x exists as 
(~ is unbounded in /3 and there are only /3-finitley many ~-  A requirements at 
stage tr.) By the regularity and tameness of A, ::lo-'>~r s.t. {e}(X,;'(x} = ~e}~X(x}= 
C(x} = 0. Then at stage tr' we create an c~-A  requirement with argument ~<x, 
contradicting (2). Similarly we can show C ~,,t~ B. 
Open problem. Is there a weakly admissible /3 and a regular /3-r,e. set which 
cannot be split as above'? 
4. Degrees of sets with small complement 
In this section we want to show that, for weakly admissible /3, the splitting 
theorem of Section 3 splits sets in every t,r,e, degree, The t.r.e, degrees can be 
shown to be dense by carrying out Shore's density argument for t~'-recursion 
theory in an appropriate admissible structure (see Maass [8, 10], Homer [17]), 
Thus the theorem splits a large collection of degrees for each weakly admissible ~, 
The fact that every tamely-~-r.e, degree can be split was first shown by Maass 
[8] using dilterent methods then ours. In order to conclude that the result of the 
last section splits sets in every tamely-~-r,e, degree we need a result which is a 
by-product of Maass" work on regular ~-r.e. sets [10]. Namely, Maass shows that, 
in weakly admissible case, every t.r.e, degree co~tains a t.r.e, regular set A g/3 
which has order type K = v cf /3 and which has the property that 
(*) VCcS~ (A~,,,~C-.+A<_.C), 
We can no\x: s]to~,v, 
f'3cl¢l-rt.t't¢~io~ ttwory t40 
Theorem 4.1. ~ssume [3 is weakly admi sible and A c ,~ is t.r.e., A ~c~ 0, then 
there exists a B c Su, B t.r.e., regular s.t. 1~ has small compleme~tt a~d B ~A,  
Proof. Assume A has the properlies given in the sta~,-ment of lhe ~dlcorenl, By 
the above-stated result of Maass we may assume A h~ts property (*}, I.et ]' be a 
lanle I - I  entlnlcralion (ff A, gueh all enumeration can be found since A has small 
order type, We now proceed via a number of claims to use a deficiency set 
construction to get the desired set. Define D~ ={y 1(~!~ >6Y) f (q)<f (7  I-. For 
y~S~ let D' /={x<t ,5 ' txeDf}.  
Claim 1. For any 7, ~ q >~ Y stwh that 
(Yx z I)D (3y <~n)  ( f(y)</'(x)  ,', x %~y). 
Proo|.  Assume Otis is l'alse for some 7', Let n,, 7>~ x, Then for some x ¢ D?. we 
have (Vy-2t,~ih,') (x.<l~y-*f(yl>f(x)). As xeD,. ~]y~'>~q,, s.l. f(yhl<f(x). Now 
usiug y~ i~ place of ~1~, we get lhat for some x'~ D~'. (Vy <~y~) 
(x'<~y--*]ty)>l'(x')) and (3y: >~,y~) ( / (y : )< Jlx')). co~tinui~g in this manner wc 
get y> Ye. Y3 . . . .  s,l. f (y~I>f lye)>f (y0> . . . .  . an intinite descending chain of 
ordinals, 
Claim 2. D s is t.r.e. 
Proof. By Claim 1, 
F ~ D~ ~-~(~'q) Yx ~ F) 13y <~tl~ ~x <~ ', f iy)<f(xh. 
Claim 3. D~ is reg,lar. 
l[~roof. Let ~,, ~ ,S~, Let ~1 bc as in Claim I. Then 
D?={x <.v, I (::ly <c,~l~ (x <~y A ](yt<l(x))}. 
Claim & The order type ~g & is K. 
Proof. ~" is an order-preserving map of 1},. into A, ks ~-X has order type ,<. so does 
&. 
Claim 5. ~,- is .~boumted iH <~. 
Proof. Let tre&~. Let x >~r  be s.t. f ix) is least, Then x~ L3~. and x >~r .  
Nole that by Claims 4 and 5. 13 r has small complement, 
Claim 6. A ~D, .  
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Proof. By xhe property (*) of A it is sufficient o show A <~,,,~Dt. 
x¢ A ,,-->x~ range f
~(3y)  (y ~/5,  ^  f (y )> x ^ x¢f f ( z ) l  z <~y}) 
(by Claim 5 as ordertype /St=ordertype A =~¢). As A is t,r,e, this shows 
A <~,v~D r. 
Claim 7. Df<~A.  
l~'oof. 
This union is /3-finite as F_c/)f--~/3-card(F)<K. As Df is t,r.e, this shows 
D~ <~3A, 
Hence we see that Df is the desired set. 
Finally, it should be noted that the following lemma can be provcd by the same 
method as Shore [14]. 
Lemma 4.2. I f  A, B are t.r.e, and regular, and ANB=O,  then dg(AUB~= 
dg(A) v dg(B). 
From this lemma, Theorem 3.1, and the fact that the sets A, /3 and C of the 
splitting theorem are t.r.e, and regular, the usual corollaries of the splitting 
theorem follow, 
Corollary 4.3. I f  c is a non-zero [3-degree which comains a tame set then there are 
[3-r.e. degrees a and b s.t, e=avb,  O<~a<~e O<~b<t~c amt a attd b are 
incomparable, 
Corollary 4.4. I f  c and d ate t,r.e, ~3-degrees and d ~t~ O, then there are t,r.e. ~-r.e. 
degrees a and b s.t. c=avb,  d¢~a,  d¢ob .  
Open prnblem. Is there a weakly admissible /3 and a/3-r.e, degree which cannot 
be split as above'? 
By the work of Friedman [5], the answer is yes if we drop the restriction that/3 
be weakly admissible. 
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